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There is no lack of safety training programs in the market as society takes a strong stand on safety
at the workplace. There are various aspects of safety; it could be risks and dangers in different work
environments such as height related jobs, construction, mobile tower checks, window cleaning of
high rise and wiring jobs on the rooftops or electrical stations and pylons.

Industrial standards

Safety training programs of any kind that impacts the industry must be industry approved. Every
industry has its own safety measures and standards with qualifying bodies to ascertain the safety
level and quality of work undertaken in any job that has risks and dangers.

Every safety training program must have been designed and developed out of a need for qualified
personnel to handle that particular industry work. However, with the ever progressive technology,
there would be new developments in techniques, materials and equipment. Hence, there is a
constant need to upgrade safety training programs as there would be some degree of obsolesce in
a particular technique or equipment with the advancing technology.

Course selection

With the myriad of professions and industries in the marketplace, there is a plethora of safety
training courses which one can take on to equip oneself for the right profession. One or more of
these safety training courses can be a stepping stone for a successful career as there are not many
takers on a lot of these safety training courses offered.

Some such safety training courses include CISRS Scaffolding. This scaffolding safety training
program is divided into 3 categories; Tube & Fitting scaffolding; product identification; scaffold
inspection. A scaffolding safety training course may identify the various techniques and systems
related to scaffolding such as Kwikstage, Layher, Cuplok, Plus 8, Haki, Rux and Pletac.

The other safety training courses available in the market include safety harness usage and
inspection which requires only half a day, fall arrest equipment familiarity which is a one-day course,
half day roof work safety application and appreciation course, half day soft landing bags course, half
day safety decking course, one day safe heights working course, health and safety awareness
courses which could be in various levels and scopes to cater to the different working environments.

These and more safety training courses must be updated in their contents, techniques and
applications to cater to the ever-changing needs of the respective industry, professions and
consumers at large as technology progresses.
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training and a IPAF Training Courses visit our website.
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